You are ready for the future of Military Pay!

As a HR Professional you already execute the hundreds of personnel actions that relate to Soldier Pay. With IPPS-A, that won’t change and the system will do most of the heavy lifting. The Army will provide training for the additional tasks you will need to understand in the adoption of your role in MilPay.

**TODAY**

HR Professionals execute Personnel Actions impacting Pay such as...

- Assignments, Leave and Promotions

**WITH IPPS-A**

HR Professionals will execute the same Personnel Actions, which will trigger Pay such as...

- Assignments, Absences and Promotions

**You know what you’re doing!**

Currently, all of the Personnel Actions you process involve at least one paper form. Whether it is processing Orders, a Leave Authorization, or compiling a promotions packet, HR is being driven by outdated paper processes. Even when those paper processes occur, if a Soldier’s Leave and Earnings Statement (LES) is wrong it launches yet another paper driven process taking up your time and resources.

**With the power of IPPS-A’s innovative technology, HR Professionals will find executing their responsibilities a snap!**

**Automated workflows and electronic approvals** will make processing Soldier requests a breeze.

**What will IPPS-A improve?**

Through Operational and Institutional training HR Professionals will be prepared to:

- Determine and verify military pay and allowances
- Understand and explain cause and effect of pay impacting activities

**Advantage of IPPS-A**

Late, Confusing, and Inaccurate Soldier Pay

**Timely, Transparent, and Accurate Soldier Pay**

**One Soldier ★ One Record ★ One Army**